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The single most translated short
story in the history of African

writing
Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o and the Jalada

writers’ collective

Moses Kilolo

The story

‘Ituĩka Rĩa Mũrũngarũ: Kana Kĩrĩa Gĩtũmaga Andũ Mathiĩ Marũngiĩ,’ translated into
English as ‘The Upright Revolution: Or Why Humans Walk Upright,’ is the single most
translated short story in the history of African writing. It is a fable in the Kenyan lan-
guage of Gikuyu about the human body, a contest between the parts of the human body,
and why humans walk upright on their two feet instead of four limbs. The story has
attracted many thematic analyses, from politics, philosophy, and psychology. However,
Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o once said that, beyond his fascination with dialectics, from Plato to
Hegel, he simply wrote the fable ‘Ituĩka Rĩa Mũrũngarũ’ or ‘The Upright Revolution’ to
be enjoyed as a story and not a treatise on politics and philosophy (Thiong’o 2016).

The fable begins by describing the rhythmic coordination and the cordial relationship
between the legs and arms of the human body. Soon, other body parts begin to envy this
union. The tongue suggests a wrestling match between the arms and the legs, a contest
that is witnessed by the other creatures of the forest. Following this duel, the other body
parts cannot determine who the winner is. In the end, they all decide they were a part of
the same body, and united, they are stronger. It is this unity of the body parts that made
man more human, compared to his animal cousins that rejected the upright revolution.

When he wrote the story in 2012, Ngũgĩ did not imagine that it would one day become
the single most translated short story in the history of African writing. He wrote it only as
a gift to his daughter for Christmas, and after it was read, the story was momentarily for-
gotten. Ngũgĩ first spoke about it on stage at the Moderna Museet auditorium during the
2016 Stockholm Literature.1 When in 2015 he received a request from a group of young
writers in Nairobi for a short story in Gikuyu for a possible pan-African translation pro-
ject, he spent many sleepless nights crafting the perfect story. After many failed attempts,
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he remembered that he had stashed away ‘The Upright Revolution,’ a work written as
a gift, as an act of unconditional love, and as part of a family tradition—the gift that
would soon give him and millions of others so much joy.

I watched him and his family on Kenyan television in early 2015. While he shared
many ideas on language and freedom, my mind drifted in and out of the Jalada Lan-
guage and Translation project that we had been deliberating on. That night, on
6 June 2015, and after hurried contributions from members of the Jalada Collective,
I wrote to his son Mukoma wa Ngũgĩ, asking him to pass a word to his father, about
contributing to the issue. A few months later the translation issue was published.2

In those early days someone told me it was an exceptional achievement for a short
story to be translated into a dozen languages. We had translated the story into 33
languages.3 I do not come from a long tradition of scholars of literary translation, and so
I could not assess the accuracy of his statement at the time. I could only say without
a doubt that my activism for African languages with the Jalada Collective and beyond
was beginning to take shape. Those words were a major compliment, and an encourage-
ment given the work that we at Jalada had done around language, translations, and the
use of digital resources. Following this breakthrough, Ngũgĩ himself said, ‘I see your
Jalada project as a literary melting pot where African languages meet in dialogue among
themselves and with other languages including European and Asian ones. From our base
we converse with the world’ (N. Thiong’o, personal communication, 29 March 2016).

Jalada

Jalada is a pan-African collective of young African writers from across the African con-
tinent. I am a founding member and the immediate former managing editor. I conceived
and birthed the inaugural Languages and Translations Issue, with contribution from the
collective, and remain the project lead for the Jalada Language and Translation project.

The word jalada is a Swahili word for an archive or a case or folder for documents.
To the collective, Jalada is a digital archive of stories. The seeds of what became Jalada
were first planted in 2013, on the sidelines of a workshop convened at the British Coun-
cil in Nairobi by renowned editor, Ellah Wakatama Allfrey. At the time, Ellah was the
deputy editor of Granta magazine. She has since left Granta but became one of the
board members of the Jalada Africa Trust. In that year, she ran the workshop alongside
Adam Foulds and Nadifa Mohamed. The latter were featured in the 2013 spring issue of
Granta magazine, dubbed ‘Best of Young British Novelists.’4

It began as a conversation among participants about what we as young African cre-
atives drawn from different geographical locations, including South Africa, Zimbabwe,
Uganda, Nigeria, and Kenya, could do with the resources we valued: language, creativ-
ity, knowledge, and our web of connections. Thus, Jalada was born. In its early days it
was largely a Google group, a kind of a virtual office linking voices across the continent.
All you needed to do was post a message, and another member would take action. The
internet became an enabler of collaboration and a resource in the production process of
a digital Jalada magazine. It was the beginning of active involvement in both practical
work and activism for pan-African interactive spaces for writing and translation.

Our first thematic issue tackled the underexplored subject of mental health within the
African context. Titled Sketch of a Bald Woman in the Semi-Nude and Other Stories,5

the e-anthology appeared on what was then jalada.org and has since been changed to
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jaladaafrica.org. It went live at midnight on 27 January 2014 and featured twelve short
stories written and edited exclusively by the Jalada Africa founding members.

Our second anthology, Sext Me Poems and Stories,6 was published on 10 June 2014
and focused on stories of fictionalised sexual experiences in ways that broke the implicit
modesty of fictional boundaries for many African storytellers. We also did an anthology
on Afrofutures, a publication that allowed us, as Africans, to capture multiple and alter-
native ways of imagining futures. Titled simply as Jalada 02: Afrofuture(s),7 it appeared
online on 14 January 2015.

The translation issue

In December 2015, we embarked on a translation project with the aim of having one
short story translated into as many languages as possible. Since March 2016, when we
first published Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o’s story ‘Ituĩka Rĩa Mũrũngarũ: Kana Kĩrĩa Gĩtũmaga
Andũ Mathiĩ Marũngiĩ,’8 the story has been translated into 92 languages. The story was
originally written in Gikuyu, the most widely spoken language in Kenya after English
and Kiswahili. In my introduction to the issue I wrote9:

Following Jalada’s ground-breaking emphasis on translation in African Languages in
its 2015 Language Issue,10 we reached out to Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o who graciously
agreed to send us a previously unpublished story for our inaugural Translation Issue.
Professor wa Thiong’o is uniquely placed to be the first distinguished author and
intellectual featured in our periodical translations issue. He has, for many years,
been the most vocal proponent in publishing in African languages.

Ngũgĩ, who is Kenya’s best-known author and a contender for the Nobel Prize in Litera-
ture, not only believed in the vision from the beginning but has continued to be its most
vocal activist. In his seminal essay, ‘The Politics of Translation: Notes Towards an Afri-
can Language Policy,’ Ngũgĩ described the work as astounding, and a rare feat. ‘It is
indeed rare for the publication of a story to become news, but several newspapers car-
ried reports on the Jalada translation feat’ (Thiong’o 2018). He observed that the issue,
in a

practical sense, made the arguments that … African languages have been and still
are legitimate sources of knowledge; that thought can originate in any African lan-
guage and spread to other African languages and to all the other languages of the
world.

(Thiong’o 2018)

The Jalada initiative has also been critically lauded as one of the most essential projects
in fostering communication amongst readers and speakers of different languages across
the globe. In the introduction to their book, Tendai Rinos Mwanaka, Wanjohi wa Mako-
kha, and Upal Deb described the initiative as an important landmark in postcolonial
studies that goes ‘against the mainstream translation tendencies of working with Euro-
pean versus African languages only, it breaks and provides a fertile ground for academic
inquiry and literary experimentation’ (Mwanaka et al. 2018: xxi). Indeed, for the first
time, a story originally written in an African language was appearing in translation into
over 50 other African languages, as well as tens of others from around the world. The
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same sentiment was captured by Mukoma wa Ngũgĩ in his essay ‘A Revolution in Many
Tongues,’ in which he stated:

Translation between African languages has yet to be practiced and theorized into
critical and popular acceptance. Jalada is undertaking both theory and practice and
saying that African languages can talk with each other. Its call and answer send out
a challenge to writers, scholars and publishers who see African languages in the ser-
vice of the more useful English. Or conversely, those who understand translation as
most desirable when coming from superior European languages into anaemic Afri-
can languages desperately in need of Anglo-aesthetics transfusion.

(Ngũgĩ 2016; see Chapter 20)

The translation did not take shape without its fair share of teething problems. As earlier
stated, translation between African languages is still in its formative stages in the most
part. Few people in target languages could use the Gikuyu original. Perhaps only the trans-
lation into Kimeru by Njagi Brian, edited by Ngartia J. Bryan, made direct reference to the
Gikuyu original. Cognisant of this fact, we requested Ngũgĩ to give us an authoritative
English translation. It was from this English translation that most other translations were
done. However, also I reached out immediately to one of Jalada’s dear friends, Edwige
Renée Dro, an Ivorian writer, editor, and English-to-French translator for an authoritative
French translation as well. French became an intermediary language between the English
language and the translators from French West Africa. Ismaila Samba Traoré, the Bama-
nankan (Bambara) translator, made use of the French translation. The Lingala translation,
done by the award-winning Congolese writer Richard Ali A Mutu, was also done from the
French. In a similar vein, Khaloudy Mohamed Sa’eed and Abdillahi Raage from Somali-
land preferred to translate the story from the Arabic translation. Neither was confident in
their English but they were highly proficient in Arabic.

As the story travelled, challenges of orthography were also witnessed. A case that stood
out was the Ewe translation. Though the translators did a commendable job, the editor
noted some inconsistencies with the approved Ewe orthography. Not only did he meticu-
lously edit the work, but he also shared the Ghanaian font with us. Without this special
font, the work could not open properly on my computer. We were also forced to upload
either a jpeg or PDF version of the translation. Several other languages did not have
Roman scripts. Among these were Amharic, Arabic, Russian, Nepali, Kannada, Kazak,
Marathi, Kurdish, Persian, and Malayalam. We were forced to publish some of these in
PDF to maintain the integrity of the text which might have been distorted by html.

Under the umbrella of the powerful magic of storytelling, online publishing enabled
different languages and cultures to find expression and converse with each other. The
Jalada website (http://jaladaafrica.org/), where the story and its translations are published,
acts as a portal to a multiplicity of languages wherein you can find languages about
which you may never have heard. Because for us at Jalada we are keen on multiple nar-
rative modes of textual and visual storytelling, the story is also made available in the
form of podcasts and live multilingual dramatisations.

We conceptualised the Jalada translation issue with a specific focus on African lan-
guages. Each language represents a specific culture on the continent. From my own
Kikamba language, largely spoken in eastern parts of Kenya, to Lingala in the Congo,
Ngambai in Chad, Tamazight in Algeria, Wolof in Senegal, XiTsonga in Southern
Africa, and many others from all parts of the continent, we brought together a beautiful
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mix that is representative of hundreds of millions of native speakers. Taken together, our
continent is infinitely rich in its cultural resources. Over 2,000 languages exist across 54
nations. Imagine the monumental impact of a story in all these languages. Ngũgĩ’s short
story is only in 88 languages as of now, yet it stands as an immovable symbol. In history
and in scholarship, it will stand as a testament to the fact that all languages are equal.
The origins, the colour, and the number of people who use any specific language, and
the standardisation of such a language or the lack thereof should not limit or determine
our engagement with them. The coming together of all those languages, as was done by
the Jalada translation issue, destroys any doubt that in our diversity immense beauty can
be created with a great and lasting impact.

The Jalada translation issue was born from the firm faith that one day, whether
during my lifetime or in the generations to come, one short story will exist in all African
languages. I want to imagine that over the years the spill-over effect of this will trans-
form our attitudes towards the use of our mother tongues and the languages that we
learn from our neighbours through our daily interactions. I want to imagine the impact it
might have on the access that our children have to texts written in all languages, espe-
cially the marginalised languages, such as Suba, El Molo, Sabaot, and tens of others in
Kenya alone. We continually learn to reap from the resources that we have. One such
irrefutable resource is the language of our mother tongues.

The illusion of a unifying language

Some of the distinctive African languages represented in the translation issue have suf-
fered many years of non-representation in written form. There are worrisome statistics of
the number of books or articles that have been published in these languages. Whenever
I want to read a novel in my first language, Kikamba, for instance, it is almost impos-
sible to find one in Nairobi bookstores. In many cases I turn to the Kamba Bible, per-
haps the only most authoritative publication in that language, but telling stories that are
alien to my culture. Indeed, across many countries and regions within the continent, this
is the reality for thousands, tens of thousands, or millions of people, even though they
use these languages every day. They transact businesses, they pray, they love, and dream
of love and life in these languages, yet so little is written in them. Even more worrying
is the small number of people who have access to these written resources. Most written
material in African bookstores and libraries is in European languages—English, French,
and Portuguese—as well as a few dominant African national languages such as Kiswa-
hili, Hausa, and Zulu.

The illusion of unifying a nation through a single language is widespread, especially
in Kenya. This has led to a deliberate marginalisation of African languages and an
almost fierce emphasis on the spread and dominance of English or other European lan-
guages. We feed on that illusion instilled in us by our education systems, which were
designed by European colonialists to serve their empires and then continued as desirable
norms by postcolonial governments. There is a daily struggle from many quarters and
initiatives to effect change in our school systems. As Hutchison (2006) argues, perhaps
the most effective weapon against African-language marginalisation is African-language
literature. More writing, more publishing, more teaching, and increased emphasis on
education that is rich in maternal and first languages for young readers.

Although there is much cause for concern, the situation is changing for the better.
Today, one does not need to go to a well-equipped library to see texts in other
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languages. You only need to log on to social media, and you will see the flow of conver-
sations in all manner of languages, albeit unevenly. We do not have to look at that with
suspicion. We do not have to feel hate and resentment for the existence of the other or
feel burdened by the colonial idea that this is divisive. Over the years, I have noted how
many young Nairobians flood institutions to learn European languages. Foreign cultural
institutions such as Alliance Française and the Goethe-Institut dominate the field, teach-
ing French and Germany respectively. Local centres in Nairobi such as Language Con-
nections College, Kenya Institute of Foreign Languages, and the Language School all
seem to be more focused on European languages. We marvel at the possibility of acquir-
ing what is not necessarily ours. That in itself is a beautiful thing; all knowledge is
power. However, most individuals learning these languages will never go to France or
Germany. They will use that resource amongst themselves in a very small circle, or for
employment purposes, such as to serve the occasional tourist or to work at one of the
multinationals. Even worse, sometimes such a language is never used by the person who
has studied it. It exists merely as a placeholder in a CV or for prestige, such as when
someone mentions that they have studied this or that European language.

In their minds, these young Kenyan students are psychologically arrested by the
desire to acquire foreign languages. They continually gravitate towards the European
home of the new learned language. They will interact occasionally with speakers of
other Kenyan languages, sometimes feeling at a loss if they cannot speak to one another
without resorting to English and Kiswahili. What if that beautiful desire to learn and
appreciate a foreign language was also directed towards other African languages? Only
the ACK Language and Orientation School, according to its website,11 offers language
courses in almost all of Kenya’s major languages. In the absence of adequate systems to
facilitate this kind of interest, the online publishing of stories in different languages,
multilingual performances, and podcasts done by Jalada makes a small but vital contri-
bution. Not just for readers who want to read other languages, but also for Africans who
have grown up with limited exposure to written texts in their mother tongue.

Practical vision

Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o used the term ‘practical vision’ to describe the fresh opportunities
for disseminating African literature that the digital age makes possible. Practical vision
is about activating dreams in the present; it is about translating a vision that at first
seems distant into a doing that makes the vision into a reality. We as the Jalada Collect-
ive envision building a multilingual future rooted in pride as regards our past and con-
nections that know no boundaries among writers, publishers, and readers. We are able to
move beyond mere conversations towards the execution of ideas because of our access
to and connectivity with the internet, but this requires grit and a lot of help from all
corners.

If we had edited the translation issue in the pre-internet age, it would have taken us
decades and huge financial resources to put it together. The web of translators grew
because of my colleagues and interested participants who encouraged others to contrib-
ute to the bringing together of 92 languages into one volume. The volume bears the hall-
mark of conversations among cultures, languages, and people of the world. Thanks to
the generosity and time invested by the writers and translators we were able to do this
work efficiently in less than a year.
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Our ways of consuming information have changed radically since oral literature was
shared around a bonfire in early evenings. As a publisher, the Jalada Collective therefore
tries to understand the changing nature of communication and the resultant structures.
We seek to take full advantage of digital technologies as this is the reality of our gener-
ation and of those to come.

Among the founding members of the Jalada Collective, Richard Oduor Oduku con-
tributed a translation in Dholuo. The contribution was one of the most shared and read
translations. Dholuo is a language largely spoken in the Lake Victoria region, in Kisumu
County, Kenya. People from this area take immense pride as the ancestral home of
Barack Obama and Lupita Nyong’o among other global icons. There was also
a collaboration between two other founding members. Idza Luhumyo translated the story
into Kiswahili, and Okwiri Oduor, winner of the prestigious Caine Prize in 2014, edited
the translation. Abdul Adan worked closely with Marat Pussurmanov from Kazakhstan
to realise the Kazak translation, a language that he was learning. In 2015, Adan had
moved to Kazakhstan to teach English and learn Kazakh.12 Mwangi Mahugu translated
and recorded an audio into Sheng, an urban creole, originating among the urban lower
class of Nairobi. Other founding members of the Jalada Collective, including Novuyo
Tshuma, Richard Ali, Kate Hampton, Anne Moraa, Alexander Ikawah, Zak Waweru, and
Kiprop Kimutai, either reached out to me with suggestions of translators or took to
social media to make sure everyone in their networks knew about the exciting project.
Wanjeri Gakuru, a Kenyan writer, film maker, and the current managing editor, who is
not a founding member but joined us in the earlier years, also helped to spread the
word. Marziya Mohammedali, Jalada’s long-serving creative director, conceived and
designed the flame images for the cover and constituent artwork (Figure 21.1). These
have become almost synonymous with the translation issue.

Beyond the founding members, the inaugural Jalada translation issue saw hundreds of
people participate as translators, editors, or even proofreaders. We knew that the trans-
lators who were part of the translation issue put themselves in the company of other
translators making history. After we brought the translators together, their individual
translational activism was amplified across the globe. Following the publication of the
translation issue, we made a conscious decision to publish each translation on a single
page. The language, name, and biography of the translators are listed in the credits. We
do not discriminate according to age or background, nor require advanced experience in
literary translation. The only requirement is the desire to produce authentic and verifiable
translations that can communicate a story in one’s own language. However, we check
that translators are fluent in source and target language. In instances where new or
younger translators struggled, we paired them up with experienced readers and editors
for the best outcome. While translating the story to Lwisukha-Lwidakho, a dialect of the
Luhya language in Western Kenya, Lutivini Majanja worked closely with her father as
editor and proofreader. Neelofer Qadir, a PhD candidate in the Department of English at
the University of Massachusetts Amherst, also worked closely with her mother and
father to realise the Urdu translation. Collaborations in translating, editing, and proof-
reading were not only among family members, but also among friends and students with
their teachers. And while we do not compensate financially for now, we are looking into
funding possibilities and seeking to develop a financial model that would make our work
sustainable. As we engage more and more translators, the network grows, and opportun-
ities are spread across the team for the benefit of diligent translators.
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Figure 21.1 Cover of the Jalada translation issue. Design by Marziya Mohammedali.
© 2016.



We continue to experiment with many more ways to tap into these digital technolo-
gies to share stories in all manner of African languages. Our current challenge is how to
facilitate translations that allow a conversation between the languages of Africa and
those of the world. Can we create digital publications that capture the infinite resources
in our languages and cultures? To meet this challenge, we decided to select one short
story of 3,000 words or less, short enough to ensure that the work involved in terms of
translation would be feasible. The story had to be powerful enough to speak across mul-
tiple cultures. Our vision is to have each story translated into as many of the over 2,000
African languages as possible. One day, in the not so distant future, Jalada will have an
online archive of stories and translations in all manner of languages. What we have now
are anthologies and audio versions of stories that total up to 92 languages. More must be
done to cover most of Africa.

When we started, our ambition was to have a translation issue every year. We would
then allow continued translation of the story until we reached all the languages of the
world—something that would have stretched the process long after we are dead and gone,
a revolving project that would capture and retain the interests of those who come after us.
While the second part—that is, the continued contributions—is working perfectly, the
annual uptake of stories has yet to materialise. First, it requires a tremendous amount of
work to get the translation project done. That is not a problem. Most of the work done in
the inaugural translation project was based on volunteer efforts, including my own. Volun-
teer effort is neither sustainable nor appealing in the long term. We hope to raise funds for
the second translation issue. In addition, the writers from whom we requested stories have,
despite agreeing, not yet sent them. Now in our third year, we are still working on the first
short story. This is neither a complaint nor a regret, for we have had the advantage of
many wonderful lessons that have made our process even more effective. With time, of
course, we find ourselves revising the plan, thinking of what works best.

Such a vision is not easy to implement. There are a great many misconceptions about
African languages and their place in our personal and communal intellectual discourse.
For instance, it is commonly held that Kenyans, and Africans in general, do not do
much reading for pleasure. It is worse when it comes to reading literature in African
languages. These notions fuel the misconception that a publisher would never put its
resources into publishing a novel in an African language, for it would be a financial
loss. The writer, in return, believes that wasting a few years writing a novel that would
not find a publisher, and which in return would not find readers, is an injustice to them-
selves. What if we believed that we can simply write in the language we want? What if
publishers took the risk, published these books, and marketed them among African-
language speakers with as much zeal as English novels? What if parents read books in
their mother tongues to their children? What if these parents bought these books, and
encouraged those children to read? What if African governments put in more resources
in the publishing, distribution, and teaching of books in African languages? Would we
still believe that there are no readers?

In our contribution to improving the publication, as well as encouraging readership of
works in African languages, we needed to lay a firm foundation for the future. First, we
recognise that there are voices that have come before us that have already done a great
deal to fight for language rights: writers and activists such as the Nigerian academics
Abiola lrele, Charles Nnolim, Obiajunwa Wali, and Gabriel Ruhumbika as well as South
Africa’s Mazisi Kunene and Kenya’s Abdilatif Abdalla who went against the trends and
stood for African languages (Ukam 2018). Our selection of a story by Ngũgĩ wa
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Thiong’o was done in deference to these men and women who had taken responsibility
for our African languages. While everyone else was keen on writing in English and
other European languages in order to access a global audience, Ngũgĩ and these phenom-
enal writers and activists decided that they would not sit and passively watch the death
of African languages (Thiong’o 1986). As practical visionaries interested in turning
ideas into actions, the Jalada Collective fully acknowledges what has come before. We
take into consideration the conversations that have been held on the subject, and develop
these further by pursuing our translation work in ways that examine the barriers of the
past and find ways to overcome them in the present.

Just as we have created and continue to create a database of literary translators, we
aim to establish a base of devoted readers. Earlier in the process, someone was quick to
ask me, rather sceptically, what happens after we have published the translations? Who
will read them? Once the first translation issue was published, the translators and our
most devoted readers started sharing the work on Facebook, Twitter, and blogs while
expressing their excitement at seeing such a publication. People tweeted links and shared
specific languages on their timelines.13 A Twitter user in Ethiopia, @LindaYohannes,
tweeted, ‘Reading Ngũgĩ in #Amharic! This feels so right!’ Digital technologies helped
us tap into greater and faster possibilities whereas the mere exhaustion of putting
together the volume in print form would have forced us to store the print copies in the
warehouse for a month or two before venturing into marketing and distribution. The
exhaustion of the production process has often meant that people get stuck in conversa-
tions and never reach the stage of doing.

The work of Jalada supports and is especially supported by literary translation activ-
ists. The most beautiful conversations about the issue were held in Vienna among
scholars and activists when Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o visited as a guest of the African studies
department at the University of Vienna. The department held its annual conference
‘Schnittpunkt Afrika,’ which in May 2017 was on ‘Strategies for the Promotion of Afri-
can Language Literature in the Era of Social Media.’ The ‘Exposition of the Upright
Revolution’ was conceptualised by Martina Kopf, a senior lecturer at the University of
Vienna. It was a year-long exposition of the project, which lined the corridors of the
African studies department with excerpts of translations in 17 languages, photographs of
the translators, and a brief description of each language. The languages featured were
Gikuyu, Kiswahili, Dholuo, Luganda, Somali, Amharic, Lingala, Shona, isiNdebele, isi-
Zulu, Hausa, Bamanankan, Igbo, Dagaare, Kusaal, Ewe, and English. I also attended
a digital Africa conference in Amherst College in 2017 that gathered scholars on Africa
and African languages. In addition to my presentation of the earliest conception of this
chapter, there was a panel conversation that explored the work beyond our translation
project.

On 17 and 19 October 2017 I went on to deliver a presentation in Cornell University
upon invitation by the English department through Professor Mukoma wa Ngũgĩ.
I introduced the idea of horizontal translations as democratising the meeting between
languages to his classes. Through the Jalada translation project I also showed the stu-
dents that dreams do not have to be scaled down, that dreams for social change can be
the basis for practical theory. On 24 October 2017, Professor John Mugane invited me
to speak about the translation issue and our work at The African Language Program at
Harvard. For the rest of my stay in Cambridge, Massachusetts, I was a guest of the
Hutchins Center for African and African American Research at Harvard University
alongside my colleague Novuyo Rosa Tshuma. We spoke about the journey of Jalada,
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Jalada 05/Transition 123, a collaborative issue with Transition, and our work in transla-
tions at Professor Alejandro de la Fuente’s History of Transition Seminar. We also par-
ticipated in a public event at the Harvard bookstore on 27 October 2017.14

Since then, my desire to see African languages communicating one with another has
increased my activism, making this work the single most recurrent conversation I have
had in the festivals, seminars, and workshops that I have attended in my country and
abroad. I am also now a practising translator from English and Kiswahili into Kikamba,
my mother tongue. A translation of one of my short stories, ‘An Immortal Precariat
Goes into the Night,’ first published by Saraba magazine (Kilolo 2016), was published
on January 15th in the 26th issue of Absinthe, VIBRATE! Resounding the Frequencies
of Africana in Translation (https://quod.lib.umich.edu/a/abs).

Creating digital networks for translation

The connection formed between the writer and publisher is quite important, but the con-
nection formed with the reader is also crucial. We know by now that there are people
across the African continent and in the diaspora who believe in the importance of work
in a variety of African languages. Perhaps in their love for the translated stories and the
process of translation, they too will be inspired to write and translate. In practice, the
Jalada Collective effort will call for a continuous and growing engagement with multi-
linguistic storytelling practices. Vigorous social media campaigns and the sharing of the
work across all possible media will enhance such reciprocal relations. Concurrently, col-
laboration with universities and other institutions dedicated to learning can help to inte-
grate the idea of African languages in research and teaching practices. It is particularly
crucial that African children grow up with multilingual access to content and digital
technology. For this reason, we will make access possible at no cost. We believe that
a generation of young people with a passion for their languages, whatever these lan-
guages may be, will be here to hold this vision together for a very long time. To grow
that generation, we must continue our activism and encourage those among us who have
access to the necessary technologies and relevant experience to participate in projects
such as the Jalada translation issue. New translators will receive the space to experiment
with their abilities. And those who have already translated for prior translation issues
will have the opportunity to continue in a supportive environment that allows their tal-
ents to grow.

An important step in executing such a practical approach in the area of translations is
to keep a good connection between different players: writers interested in different lan-
guages, translators who value the power of the stories, and publishers who have demon-
strated their willingness to disseminate these works further and further. East Africa
Educational Publishers in Kenya, Mkuki na Nyota in Tanzania, and Cassava Republic in
Nigeria are excellent examples of publishers that include African languages in their lists
of publications. The inclusion of African languages would not be possible without the
collaborative processes many continue to put in place. At the heart of our practical
vision lies a growing network of connections, in the absence of which our vision would
remain merely an idea. Incorporating the structure of digital media—as a web of connec-
tions—into our way of working allows for the preservation and sharing of our most
valuable resources: African languages and the knowledges, histories, and memories that
they carry.
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One story, many paths

Despite the crucial importance of digital technology, we have seen that the work can grow
beyond the digital platform once it has reached a wider audience. From its digital space,
Ngũgĩ’s story has been adapted for the stage on several occasions. On 10 November 2016,
a group of performers led by Ngartia J. Bryan, a leading thespian in Nairobi, staged
a multilingual dramatisation called ‘Musicality of Language, a Multilingual Performance of
the Upright Revolution,’ that included seven languages (Gikuyu, Dholuo, Ikinyarwanda,
Kiswahili, Sheng, Kimeru, and English). Other languages have since been included in subse-
quent performances. Each dramatisation celebrates the role of cultural diversity in imagining
better worlds. In 2019, the Centre de Cultura Contemporània de Barcelona in Spain assembled
a choir that recorded and performed the ‘all-body anthem,’ a song within the story that sums
up the central theme of unity in the story. Their performance can be seen on YouTube.15

Ngũgĩ’s story has also entered into print. In Sweden, it was translated by Jan Ristarp
into Swedish and published as a children’s book titled Den upprätta revolutionen16 by
the publishing house Modernista in 2017. It was a bestseller there. The story would later
be translated into three Gambian languages: Mandinka by Lamin Yarbo, Wolof by Cor-
nelius Gomez, and Fula by Abdoulaye Barry. These three translations were published in
one volume by Sable Publications, based in the Gambia. The multilingual Gambian
book was published on the occasion of the Mboka Festival of Arts Culture and Sport,
which Ngũgĩ attended as a guest of honour in 2017. In Spain, Ngũgĩ’s publisher, Laura
Huerga from Rayo Verde Editorial, led a collaborative publication project that resulted
in a volume with translations of the story into six different languages—Aranese, Astur-
ian (Bable), Castilian, Catalan, Basque (Euskera), and Gallego. Four other publishers
participated in this project: Pages Editors, txalaparta, Editorial Galaxia, and Raig Verd
Editorial. Each produced the publication in print, using similar illustrations done by
d’Agustin Comotto. The illustrations also appear in the promotional video that accom-
panied the release of the Spanish translations, which can be seen on YouTube.17

From digital to stage, to print and then back into the digital realm: in Bangalore India,
on 10 April 2016 the Indian magazine Kannada Prabha carried a translation of Ngũgĩ’s
story into Kannada, a Dravidian language. This translation, alongside an interview with
Ngũgĩ, was received with popular acclaim and reached three million readers (Thiong’o
2018). In the United States, the story was nominated for a project that aims to make short
digital ebooks available on the subway for a year. According to the New York Public
Library website,18 the initiative for the Subway Library was a joint venture between the
New York Public Library, Brooklyn Public Library, and Queens Library, the MTA, and
Transit Wireless. Any New York City subway rider could now access ebooks, excerpts,
and short stories so that they would read while they were in transit.

The most recent and interesting development in the travels of the story was in the form
of an art exhibition at Los Angeles’s Jean Deleage Art Gallery. It was curated by Los
Angeles-based artist Jimmy Centeno and featured the visual interpretations of Ngũgĩ’s
story by eleven artists of Latin-American origin and a Nigerian painter. The idea was to
have the artists express the ‘Upright Revolution’ through art, mainly paintings. The inclu-
sion of diverse interpretations allowed one of the artists, Mario A. Hernández, to merge
his creative interpretation of the story with Mesoamerican deities and religious practices.

The show opened on 2 May 2019 and was visited by many guests, including Ngũgĩ
himself. Ngũgĩ lives nearby and is distinguished Professor of English and Comparative
Literature at the University of California Irvine. He lauded the artists for their
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imaginative but very personal interpretation of the story.19 In email correspondence to
myself and the curator, he said that ‘the work put Africa and Latin America into
a conversation. [That] the exhibition was phenomenal, presenting deeply felt and care-
fully crafted visual interpretations in the form of paintings and sculpture’ (N. Thiong’o,
personal communication, 3 May 2019).

The artists also prepared personal statements about the unexpected ways in which the
story and the work of Ngũgĩ inspired them to create artworks that connected holistically.
In her statement, Laura Vazquez Rodriguez, one of the painters, said that ‘like the story,
[her] painting—Enlightened or Awakening or Rise—is a celebration of man’s life song.
Fashioned uniquely but united in purpose we must rise up and stand together to protect
and serve one another in love’ (Figure 21.2).20

Figure 21.2 ‘Rise Up!,’ by Laura Vazquez Rodriguez. Acrylic on canvas, 20 × 20 inches.
© 2019.
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Mario Avila, who contributed four pieces of artwork conceptualised and titled in
Spanish, wrote a moving letter to Ngũgĩ to express how the process of creating this
visual interpretation reinforced in him the sense of unity between Africa and Latin
America. In his letter, he recalled his imprisonment in Guatemala during the military
junta and the fact of his two brothers disappearing. In 1976, he spent three months in
a maximum-security prison and his sons were tortured, a significant parallel to Ngũgĩ’s
own life story. On 31 December 1977, Ngũgĩ was arrested and detained at the Kamĩtĩ
Maximum Security Prison in Nairobi for close to a year (Serpell 2017). His arrest came
after the Ministry of Housing and Social Services withdrew the licence for performances
at the Kamĩrĩĩthũ Community Education and Cultural Centre, effectively banning his
play in Gikuyu. Titled ‘Ngaahika Ndeenda,’ or ‘I Will Marry When I Want,’ the play
was co-authored with Ngũgĩ wa Mĩriĩ, who also later fled Kenya. Ngũgĩ’s family was at
this time subjected to constant harassment. In her chapter for a book written to celebrate
Ngũgĩ’s 80th birthday, Professor Rhonda Cobham-Sander, with her husband Reinhard
Sander, reflects on what it was like for Ngũgĩ’s children when he was arrested. The
family hosted Ngũgĩ’s eldest son, Thiong’o (Tee) Ngũgĩ, and Sander reflects:

International campaigns in support of political detainees can transform them into
saints or romantic heroes, but it was a source of persistent distress for Ngũgĩ that he
had been unable to protect the son who carried his name from the inferno of hostil-
ity that his political stances had ignited in Kenya. During the six weeks in 1983 that
Thiong’o spent living with us, I got a glimpse of the grim realities of what detention
and exile actually meant for children affected by their parents’ political decisions.
Thiong’o talked about what it had felt like at 14 years to suddenly lose access to
not just his father, but also the kind of creature comforts most children of academics
take for granted—food on the table, reliable transportation; unfettered access to
homes of other university children; visits from writers and intellectuals from around
the world whose conversation sparked curiosity and enlightenment; cordial relation-
ships with adults in high places who valued a parent’s scholarly or creative work.

(Sander and Sander 2018: 84)

Beyond introspection into their personal lives, Ngũgĩ’s ‘The Upright Revolution’ also
challenged the artists whose work was exhibited in the gallery to experiment with differ-
ent approaches in their work. Such is the case for Nolan Fansler, whose canvas was
a long strip measuring 9 foot × 12 inches. An abstract painter, Fansler found it exces-
sively laborious to express his response to the story through abstract painting. So chal-
lenged, he was late for the opening, but this did not prevent him from creating the
excellent piece he eventually titled ‘Unity is Beauty.’ The creative crisis led him to
a wonderful new experience, during which he realised that he could incorporate the
body/space relation in his creative process. He could paint with his feet, aware of the
movement of his body as he takes each step.

While working on his long strip of canvas, Fansler realised that he was an element of
something larger than himself—a member of the human family. The final piece was
aptly titled ‘New Direction.’ During a personal interview with Centeno, Fansler acknow-
ledged that this project had inspired him, and had taught him that he did not have to
confine himself to working only with framed canvases. He said ‘I could now work dir-
ectly with a canvas on the floor. I allowed my body to participate in its entirety in the
creation of the piece’ (J. Centeno, personal communication, 3 May 2019).
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Ernesto Vazquez created his work, ‘The Fall of Man’ (Figure 21.3), as a warning to
the inevitable dysfunction that human beings will suffer if they ignore the message of
the Upright Revolution. To walk upright, to be well coordinated, and to aid each other

Figure 21.3 ‘The Fall of Man,’ by Ernesto Vazquez. 2019.
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through life, the different parts of the body must be united, and the same is true for
people despite their cultural backgrounds.

Many of the artists’ personal statements, published alongside the visual interpretations
by Jalada Africa, celebrate the resilience and potential of the human body, while stres-
sing the need for unity if humanity is to remain strong and continue to rise above indi-
vidual limitations. The exhibition ‘The Upright Revolution: A Visual Exhibition’ took its
title in part from that of the story.

The future is multilingual

With more than 6,900 more languages across the world, Ngũgĩ’s story will continue to
travel. In the future, we hope to see the younger translators with whom we work move
on to bigger challenges. Perhaps then, they will undertake the translation of fiction and
non-fiction books and we will have developed the capacity to publish them. While
shorter works can be read more easily online, books may require print publication. In
this respect, the digital and the analogue co-exist, mutually benefitting each other.

Over the course of the next few decades, we envision having ongoing translations of
tens of different stories. Once each story is translated into a hundred or more languages,
we will have made it a normal practice to write and translate into and among African
languages. With this practice comes the idea of conversation among the languages as
they appear alongside each other. The beauty is in the capacity to use any known lan-
guage anywhere in the world with confidence and the faith in the good of what is your
own, something that the Jalada project makes possible for African readers and writers. It
is also about respecting the faith and confidence of the other in using and celebrating
their linguistic and literary heritage.

And this is the future for African literature: a place for practical visionaries. A time
of pride rooted in our multilingual past and connections that know no boundaries among
writers, publishers, and readers. When we act out our ideas, the future will overcome
difficulties of access to digital technologies; the exclusion of languages through transla-
tions; and the limitations of opportunities through the growth of collective work. We
will wake up one day soon and feel the light of possibility shine upon our faces. And
because the ‘Upright Revolution’ (so aptly inspired by Ngũgĩ’s story) of digital innov-
ation is inevitable, the publisher, the writer, the translator, and the reader—who wants
the works to survive and remain relevant—must find ways of taking advantage of the
digital technologies at their disposal for multilingual storytelling.

Related topics

Against a Single African Literary Translation Theory; The Dialectics of Dissent in Post-
colonial India; Rendering Bengali Dalit Discourse as Translational Activism.
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Further reading

Thiong’o, Ngũgĩ wa (2012) Globalectics: Theory and the Politics of Knowing. New York: Columbia
University Press.

This book delves deep into the politics of language in African writing, but is grounded in the author’s
journey as one of the foremost activists in the writing, publication, and reading of work in African
languages.

Mugane, John (1997) ‘Learning African Languages with Evolving Digital Technologies,’ Africa
Today 44 (4): 423–441.

This article, written before most of the social media platforms emerged by one of the foremost
scholars on African languages, is a definitive account of how these digital technologies can play
a vital role in African language instruction.

Gikandi, Simon, and Wachanga Ndirangu (2018) Ngũgĩ: Reflections on His Life of Writing. London:
James Currey.

This book brings together the work of friends, family, scholars, and the many people who have inter-
acted with Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o in his many years of writing, in which they celebrate the legacy of the
man whose influence in literature, language, and cultural criticism has been phenomenal.
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